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WOMIN will develop a tailored training
program, digital toolkit and transferable
methods that are easily accessible and
understandable to our target group, who will
identify with the content due to co-creation.
We are creating multiple benefits by focusing
on the digital concept: female
empowerment, technical upskilling and the
development of core competencies.
Although the make-up of target groups may
differ, they will share degrees of social
exclusion and a lack of skills preventing them
from gaining employment.

Highlights of our Transnational Project Meeting in Ankara

In addition to the host team Turkey, partners from the United Kingdom and
Romania also attended the meeting face-to-face. Other consortium partners
contributed to the meeting by participating online.
The meeting went on with the updates like previous meeting evaluation by ZISPB ,
newsletter by BOSEV , learner diaries by BUVOCINA and stakeholders report by
PROWORK.
On IO1 process, partners to present feedback following the C1 online training
event: All partners stated that their trainers were very impressed with how it was
organized and found the content of the C1 event both interesting and relevant; all
attendees more interested in future cooperation between partners; attendees
agreed it was a great experience and appreciated the opportunity to share
knowledge.
And about the IO2; MADPL to
create a workshop on how to
create a webinar, PROWORK to IO2
overall update and we have until
December 2022 to carry those
Multiplier Events.

Our last steering Committee Meetings
We gathered online at 6th of May. We discussed the topics online as follows:
IO1 Update – MADPL has completed a webinar and shared the link to. The webinar
has also been posted on Facebook and LinkedIn; and each partner will complete
a webinar before August 2022. These videos will have a maximum of 20 minute
duration and also have resources to accompany them, that can be mentioned in
each of their registration pages.
IO2 Update – PROWORK reported that the digital platform is mostly done with
articles and videos provided by partners that are all partially translated. It’s
suggested that videos should not be more than 5 minutes .
For dissemination purposes partners will complete the previous 6 months’
dissemination template till 9th of May. MADPL has posted updates for April on
Facebook ; BUCOVINA is responsible for updates in May; ZISPB in June; BOSEV in
July; WSX in August.
The date for our next steering committee meeting is fixed for 18 July 2022.

www.womineu.com/
@wominprojecteu

The International Women’s Forum (IWF)

The International Women’s Forum (IWF) is an invitation-only network of the most accomplished
women in the world. IWF connects women leaders across every professional sector in support of
each other and the common mission of advancing women’s leadership and championing
equality worldwide. Established in New York City in 1974, today IWF is comprised of over 7,500
preeminent women leaders in 33 countries and 74 local Forums. IWF is the only organization of this
scale that builds significant relationships between C-level women across countries and
careers. The members are inventors, entrepreneurs, CEOs, heads of state, academics, scientists,
astronauts, Olympic athletes, artists, filmmakers, financiers, philanthropists and more.

The International Women’s Forum (IWF) was
launched in New York City in 1974 when the first
generation of women leaders was breaking the
glass ceiling in professional sectors from finance to
fine arts. Forum founders lacked access to “the old
boys club” so the new women’s network was born
– to provide professional and personal support to
aid each other’s success and inspire women who
follow.
Every member of IWF has a demonstrated
commitment to a unifying mission: advancing
women’s leadership and championing equality
worldwide. Together all are shaping a future in
which leadership has no gender and the next
generation is inspired and equipped to transform
the world.
Women supporting women is just as vital today as the
challenges we face call for a new era of leadership.
Women remain underrepresented in the c-suite, on
corporate boards, at the top of academia, law, finance,
science, technology, media and health sectors and the
creative arts and receive a fraction of venture capital
awarded to male-led enterprise.
IWF connects women leaders across every professional
sector in support of each other and the common mission of
advancing women’s leadership and championing equality
worldwide.
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NEWSLETTER NEXT ISSUE
- News from TPM at Suceava on 14-16 June
- Women trainings has begun
- Stories from the partners country
-And more…
SEE YOU NEXT ISSUE
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